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It has been another jam-packed term in 

a jam-packed year so it must be time 

for another jam-packed issue of Manor 

Mayhem! Hmm…is anyone else hungry for 

jam?

Enjoy our coverage of school events! 

Enjoy our funny pages! Enjoy our 

colouring and puzzles! Enjoy it all! 





Jig ANd Saw!
The TwO PuzZlE PiEceS AlWayS geTtINg iNtO 
tRoUbLe…

Saw
JigThis is Jig. he just loves to 

dance and jig all day!
Saw loves woodwo

rk. She 

saws and works a
ll day!

Jig is having a dance (as 
usual)

La La 
La…

Grrr…

Saw is really annoyed: It’s 
distracting her woodwork!

What’s 
the 
matter 
saw?

Isn’t it 
obvious!?!



Not 
really…

ARGHH
HH!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!

(Saw explodes)

OOPS!

By Zoe, Omawum
i and Isla

BOOM!!!



School Disco
Popcorn; check! Drinks; check! Really awesome music? 
Check! You know what this sounds like….

SCHOOL DISCO!!!!
Now all we need is a Manor Mayhem interview about it!

interviews

“I lo
ved it

! You could 

go as cra
zy as you 

liked”

Matilda
, 5AR

It was amazing,  the lights 

being upon you. The DJ was 
cool and gave us all sweets. I 

liked that you could have 
multiple food and drinks.  
Lara, 5I

“It w
as rea

lly f
un! 

We partied
 a lot.”

Sophie, 5I

“We ate a lot of snacks and i enjoyed it 100%”
Ottilie, 5I

“It was fun! It was also loud. The y6 boys just sat in the corner.”

Ruby, 4W

“Loud and 

fun!”

Steph
anie, 

4W
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MINDFUL 
QUOTES!
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I’ve only ever known what The Manor was like now, and I 
wanted to find out what it was like in 

THE OLDEN DAYS
(around 20 years ago), So I’ve interviewed teachers who 

went to The Manor/ have been here for a long time. 
Here you go!

By Zoe, 5I

Mrs Shaw:

Time they joined the manor: 2005
Favorite lesson: History
Favorite teacher: Mrs Williams and 
Mrs Putter
Least favorite lesson: None

Teacher: Mr Jackson
Time they joined The Manor: September 
2010
Favorite lesson: Swimming
Favorite teacher: Mr Roberts, Mr Butler
Least favorite lesson: Year 6 Maths, “it’s 
really hard!”
Anything else: “It was really hard to teach 
P.E when we only had the main hall to do it 
in! Thank goodness for the sports hall.”



Manor Secrets by Megan P

● If you walk about 5 metres from the slope at the 
far side of the bank, you will come to a hole in 
the hedge. If you go right into the hole, and turn 
left, you will go through a small, cramped tunnel 
(you might get scratched a bit) you will come to 
an opening further down the hedge.

● Apparently, there is a cellar under the Manor 
house! Sadly no one has bothered to search for it, 
but people say that the trap door to it is in the 
room between the school office and the nurse's 
room. Why don’t you try and look for it yourself? 
You will have to come up with a good excuse to 
get into the Manor House!

● Did you know that Mr. Stepney actually lives at 
The Manor? He lives on the top floor, where the 
windows stick out of the roof. His house is really 
in the logo! 
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You may know most of these secret places, but 
you may not.
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Star of the Issue:

 The Echidna!

Echidnas, sometimes known as spiny anteaters, are the 
only living mammals that actually lay eggs. They are 
part of the family Tachyglossidae, and have spines like a 
porcupine, beak like birds and pouches like kangaroos. 
They are found in Australia, Tasmania and New Guinea, 
but their natural habitats are forests, woodlands and 
grasslands!

Sadly, these spiky 
critters are critically 
endangered, and 
their population has 
been decreased by 
80% since the 1960s. 
Today, there are only 
about 10, 000 of them 
left in existence. 

By Adelina
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1. The Mona Lisa has no eyebrows
2. The average person will spend six months of their 

life waiting for red lights to turn green 
3. A bolt of lightning contains enough energy to toast 

10, 000 slices of bread
4. The inventor of the frisbee was turned into a frisbee 

after he died
5. Marie Curie’s notebooks are still radioactive
6. Instead of saying ‘cheese’ before taking a picture, 

Victorians said ‘prunes’
7. You can hear a blue whale’s heartbeat from 2 miles 

away
8. A US Ranger got hit by lightning 7 times and 

survived all of them
9. It’s illegal to only own one Guinea Pig in Switzerland

10. All blue-eyed people may be related… 
11. Cherophobia is the word for the irrational fear of 

being happy
12. A wild dog is the most successful predator in the 

animal kingdom



Prayer Space
By Zoe

We enjoyed Prayer Space this year. Here 
is what some children had to say!



“We built a 
‘don’t worry 
little crab’ 
scene”
Sophie B 5I

“We did play which 
was a mashup of all 
of the Chris 
Haughton books” 
Stephanie G, 4W

“We did a play which 
was a sequel of ‘Shh! 
We have a plan!’”
Gabby B N, 6T

“We made a 
play of 
‘Maybe’” 
Clemency E
5HR 

Creative Minds Day was really fun 
this year! We worked in our Buddy 
Groups and learned about Chris 
Haughton. Every Buddy Group 
created something creative about 
his books. We used our Drama, 
Art, DT, Music and English skills to 
help us!
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Stuff you need:
Glitter (any 
colour and add 
as much as you 
like)

Water

The tiniest bit 
of food 
coloring 
(optional)

Equipment:
A jar

First you get you glitter 
and pour it into your jar 

Second you will get water 
and fill it up but not to the 
top but close to it .

If you are using food 
colouring, add it now, put 
the lid on and shake the 
jar. Then you are done!!!! 



What Books Would Suit You?

By Megan

● Smile

This graphic memoir is based on the author’s childhood. It’s a New. 

York Times bestseller..Raina wants to be an ordinary sixth-grader, and 

she is, until an accident happens. While on a girl scout trip, she falls, 

damaging her two front teeth. From then on, she has to battle braces, 

surgery, unflattering headgear, and even false teeth. Life becomes even 

more chaotic when an earthquake hits and her friend betrays her. 10 

year olds will find this book relatable.

● Belly Up

This fun mystery follows Teddy. Along with his friend, Teddy 

decides to solve the mystery of henry the hippo. The more 

they dig into it, the more danger they find themselves in. 

10-year-olds will enjoy trying to solve this mystery before 

Teddy does. It’s fun, funny, and exciting.



The world’s 
longest hair. It 
must take hours 
to brush. It is 18 ft 
5.54 in.

The world’s tallest 
man and the world’s 
shortest man meet. 
The tall one is 8 ft 
11.09 in and the small 
one is 21.51 in (54.64 
cm).

The world’s smallest 
dog Miracle Milly 9.65 
cm (3.8 in) tall. 

By Isla



Musical Theatre Club!
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It’s fun and very 
inclusive.
Bea.

Pippa L - It’s fun. Miss 
Macleod is funny. 

I like musical theater 
because we get to do 

fun warms ups and 
productions with 

acting.
Eve W

I think Musical Theatre 
is very fun and Miss 

Macleod knows what she 
is doing!
Polly E

Sophie H - This club 
is a very active club 
and Miss MacLeod is 
really nice to 
everyone, also she 
knows what she is 
doing. She is funny, 
we enjoy what she 
does.

I would give this club a 
10/10! Hannah

Nikita S - it's only my first time 
here but it is really fun! Miss 
MacLeod really make us project 
our confidence in front of 
everybody else! I can't wait to 
continue.

Sophie M  - it 
is sort of not 
really like 
one club… 
its a 
mixture! 

    Tara C - I think it is very               
lively and it feels yourself.

Here is what everyone has to say about this fun 
club! Why not  try it next term?



Crazy Golf!
“I really like the golf club because you can be free and not get told what to do! It is fun to play with the golf balls. It's nice to see what other people like to do!”

“It’s really fun because you 

can create your own golf 

course and try each 

other’s and Mr Chitty is 

really nice.”

Isla
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“I would rate it a 10/10.”Jack.

“Its my first time and it's better than dodgeball!”
Milo.

“I decided to join this 

club because its crazy 

golf and i am crazy.”

Anon . . .



Cooking with A.Shaw
A Shaw family recipe!

How to make Squidgies!!! 

Ingredients:

Chocolate (any type!) ( milk 
chocolate is the best but it is up to 
you!) 

Marshmallows

Smarties! (the milk chocolate ones 
or the white chocolate ones)

Water (2cm)

Equipment:

Glass bowl

Saucepan

Mini cupcake cases

Wooden spoon

Big plate
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how to make it!

                       Step 1

First put water into the sauce pan 
and put it on the stove on 6(ask your 
parents to help you with this). Then 
break up the chocolate and put it 
into the glass bowl and put the bowl 
on top of the saucepan to melt it!
                      Step 2 
Get a big plate and put the mini cup 
cake cases on the plate. Then when 
the chocolate is melted get and adult 
to help you to put the chocolate into 
the cupcake cases. (save a little for 
later)
                      Step 3
Next get the marshmallows and put 
them in to the cupcake cases with the 
chocolate. 
                     Step 4 
Dab the rest of the chocolate on top 
of the marshmallows and use the 
chocolate as glue and put the 
smarties on the chocolate!!!!!
Now you have made SQUIDGIES!!!!!!!!

This is what they should 
look like!

My Granny first created 
these 40 years ago for 
my Uncle’s 3rd birthday 
when there was no 
computers to find a 
recipe on the internet. 
Imagine living without 
technology!
Granny has made them 
for family birthdays ever 
since. I love having 
them on mine!

My Uncle Mark’s 3rd
Birthday with Squidgies!

My 
Mum’s/Mrs 
Shaw’s  3rd
Birthday 
with 
Squidgies!

5 star review from 
Mrs Williams!

Check the ingredients for 
allergies



The Teachers Secrets
We are going to find out the 
teachers secrets and tell you guys.
Mr Footring was in a band with his 
friends Ron and Colin 
Mrs Evans plays lacrosse
Mrs Williams does gardening
Mrs Gower does art
Miss Ingram loves block printing
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Funny page
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Funny page
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Funny page
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Funny page
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Funny page
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Oo m
aca

rons
!

Mint c
hoc 

chip
 pen

cils!

Avocado pads!

By Lola C 
5I
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Ooh sticky notes 
fruit!
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By Isla, Beatrix and 
Omawumi !
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I Love 
you
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Puzzle Pages by Megan P
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Cute ‘N’ Cool Colouring
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Cute colouring! By Amelie
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